Abstract
Background

Motivation and objectives
Knowledge discovery is an important field of research, especially in the biomedical domain, in which the scale and growth of accumulated knowledge of all kinds is already beyond the capabilities of a single human to keep up with. This has motivated research towards mining knowledge from heterogeneous data of both structured and unstructured knowledge bases (KBs). The parallel use of structured and unstructured data is important because they are complementary. Structured KBs contain explicit but inadequately covered knowledge. In contrast, unstructured KBs contain nearly all of the domain specific knowledge but lack in simplicity with regards to automated analysis. An example of how fast the reporting of scientific findings grows in this domain is illustrated in Figure 1 , where the number of scientific publications indexed by PubMed is shown to be increasing in an exponential fashion over the past decades. Similar findings can be observed for structured data by examining the growth of a representative database in the biomedical domain, namely the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS), shown in Figure 2 .
Besides the obstacles that the large scale of the data brings into the task of extracting information there is also the issue of combining pieces of knowledge together to cover as many aspects as possible which can potentially lead to new knowledge. For example, typical information extraction techniques focusing on drugs aim at extracting targets, adverse effects and indications, which cannot succeed by limiting the applied methods to a small fragment of drug related information. Hence, it is necessary to combine facts in order to formulate hypotheses or draw conclusions about the domain concepts. This work attempts to address this problem by using indirect knowledge connecting two concepts to discover hidden relations between them.
In contrast to relation extraction, which aims at recognizing direct mentions of relations within a sentence or document between two concepts, relation discovery between indirectly connected concepts attempts to find hidden, yet unknown relations that can be derived from sequences of already known and established facts. The first reported and most famous discovery of this kind was the finding of Swanson in 1986 that fish oil may treat Raynaud's syndrome [1] . He came to this conclusion by combining the two simple facts from different scientific studies that on the one hand fish oil has beneficial effects on blood viscosity and on the other hand patients suffering from Raynaud's syndrom demonstrate increased blood viscosity. Until that time there was no direct connection between the concepts of fish oil and Raynaud's syndrome, but only an indirect connection through the concept of blood viscosity, which indicated that fish oil may treat Raynaud's syndrome which was indeed verified in 1989.
To be able to extract indirect connections between concepts, knowledge from all sources is represented by a graph comprising concepts as vertices and labelled edges connecting the concepts. Edges are created by either extracting explicit knowledge from structured databases in form of triples or by analysing unstructured textual data. The idea of using graphs to represent knowledge to find connections between concepts is not novel. It has been exploited in both ontology based [2] and literature based approaches [3] . Representing knowledge in such a way provides a simple framework that is potentially easy to interpret, makes the integration of heterogeneous data straightforward and is useful for finding indirect connections, i.e. paths, in the graph between concepts.
The task of finding connections between two concepts and identifying their meaning is called relation discovery. Besides being able to recognize that some connection exists it is also important to understand what kind of relation is expressed to discover the hidden relations represented by the given connections.
Relation discovery is performed on top of the aforementioned graph representation by using supervised machine learning to learn path patterns that frequently occur between concept pairs of a specific relation and can therefore be considered characteristic for that relation. A trained model can in turn be used to discover a specific relation between indirectly connected concept pairs.
This work extends the study for DILS 2014 by the introduction of a new approach and the validation on a manually created drug repositioning dataset. Furthermore, the approach is explained and discussed in great detail with additional inspections into the clustering of relations by LDA. Our main contributions lie in the joint exploitation of linguistic information and structured knowledge in a simple, extensible graph representation for fully automatized, indirect discovery of relations.
Related work
Most work on knowledge discovery from unstructured, textual data focuses on extracting relations between two concepts mentioned in one sentence. This is very important for many applications such as the curation of databases. However, in his famous work Swanson has shown the potential of combining facts from different sources to discover new, yet unknown knowledge [1] .
Recently, many studies have been conducted on finding hidden relations between concepts indirectly. Most of these works are purely based on statistical analysis of concept co-occurrence profiles from MEDLINE, which differs from our approach in that they do not take any linguistic information into account, e.g., Frijters et al. [4] and Cohen et al. [5] .
Srinivasan P. et al. [6] developed a system that discovers relations by searching for interesting paths between two concepts from a start concept of interest through a set of co-occurring concepts of predefined types from MEDLINE that in turn co-occur with a set of potential target concepts of predefined types without exploiting existing linguistic information. The main difference is that the whole process is manually guided and intended to aid scientists in the search of new relations whereas our approach is completely automated. Furthermore, no machine learning is applied to find interesting connections, but only a hand-made weighting scheme based on the ideas of TF-IDF. More sophisticated studies building upon this idea include the work of Hristovski et al. [7] and Vidal et al. [8] .
BioLiterate, a system developed by Goertzel et al. [9] , is designed to discover relations which are not contained in any individual abstract using probabilistic inference. In contrast to this work their approach is based on a collection of hand-built rules, that map linguistic constructs onto a probabilistic reasoning system. Furthermore, it does not make use of any structured knowledge base.
Arguably the most similar work to ours is the work of Lao et al. [10] . As in the current work, the authors use a combination of structured and unstructured knowledge to infer relations between concepts using a sequence of related concepts. They use an open domain, web-scale corpus to train a classifier based on logistic regression with a huge amount of training examples represented by vectors of a very large feature space. However, the requirements of this work, namely a limited amount of training data and a much smaller textual corpus, require a different way of modeling and training. Table 1 provides an overview of the aforementioned works in comparison to the current approach with respect to different aspects concerning the requirements and used methodologies. Table 2 summarizes the notation used in this article.
Utilized biomedical knowledge sources
Nowadays, plenty of data is freely available and easy to access, but each data source has a different knowledge representation, called a schema. The schema defines how concepts can be described and how they can relate to each other. For structured knowledge sources such as databases the set of relations and concepts as well as their representations are well defined, whereas for unstructured knowledge sources like text this is not the case. Natural language is far more expressive than the schemas of any structured knowledge source because it is not restricted to a fixed set of concepts and relations, but at the same time it is much harder to interpret because natural language can express different pieces of knowledge with the same representation (polysemy), and one piece of knowledge in many different ways (synonymy). In the following, we describe the different biomedical knowledge sources that are used in this work, and how they have been utilized.
Unified Medical Language System
The most popular structured knowledge base for 
Dependency trees
Dependency trees [13] are syntactic constructs of sentences in which each node of the tree represents a token (word or symbol) of the underlying sentence and each arch represents a dependency between two tokens of that sentence. In dependency grammars (DG) the verb always takes the central role of the sentence and is therefore always the root of the tree independent from the rest. Furthermore DGs do not require any ordering of the sentence words and are thus also applicable to languages in which the order of words in a sentence is all the same (e.g., in Czech or Turkish). Unlike phrase structure grammars (constituency grammars) DGs do not explicitly structure sentences into phrases but rely only on dependencies between words in a sentence [14] . An example of a dependency tree is shown in Figure 3 .
Knowledge representation
Integrating knowledge from heterogeneous data sources into one coherent representation (schema) is a complex process. One of the main difficulties is the mapping of the concepts in each data source to each other. This has been done for all used knowledge sources in this work as explained in their respective description. Mapping relations from different knowledge sources to each other is even more complicated and can potentially result in a loss of information. To circumvent this problem relations are kept explicitly in the form they occurred in the sources which results in a huge relation space with a lot of redundancy. The relation space, however, can be reduced by using semantic vector representations for the relations obtained by applying co-occurrence based dimensionality reduction algorithms as will be described later in the description of the encoding.
Knowledge graph
In order to find indirect connections between concepts quickly, both structured and unstructured knowledge is represented by a graph. Similar to the work of [10] a directed, edge-labelled graph G = (C, R) is used, comprising a set of concepts C as vertices and a set of labelled edges (triples) R = C × L × C between them, where L denotes the set of all possible relation labels. If there is a pair (c i , c j ) ∈ R l in one of the knowledge sources, an edge (c i , l, c j ) is added to R. In other words, only if a pair of concepts is known to be in a relation with label l, then there is an edge labelled with l in G connecting this pair of concepts. Note that a triple can occur more than once in R, which means that R is actually a multiset. A path of concepts P in G of length n is an ntuple of vertices P = (c 1 , ..., c n ), where ∀i,
meaning that there must be at least one edge between the concepts c i and c i+1 for every i.
Knowledge extraction
Structured knowledge sources, such as UMLS and DrugBank, already contain labelled relations R l ⊆ C × C. The information of all relations R l , i.e. its concept pairs (c i , c j ) together with its label l, can directly be inserted into the graph by adding all concepts c i and c j of all pairs to C as vertices and all corresponding triples (c i , l, c j ) to R as edges.
Extracting triples from unstructured, textual data requires a more elaborate strategy. Since MEDLINE, the used textual data, is already annotated with biomedical concepts of the UMLS Metathesaurus, this task reduces to extracting only the relations between concepts found in one sentence. Previous work on relation extraction has shown that the dependency path between two concepts in a sentence typically contains all necessary information to recognize a specific underlying relation between them (e.g., [15] [16] [17] [18] ). A dependency path is a path in a dependency tree, which is a syntactic construct of a sentence as explained in the previous section. It is important not to confuse the notion of dependency path, which are edges in G, with the notion of a path in the knowledge graph G.
Triples are only extracted from sentences when a pair of concepts, or more precisely their headwords in the dependency tree, connected by a dependency path are found that contains at least one verb form. If the dependency path does not contain any verb form, it is assumed that there is no relation present in this sentence. On the other hand, if two or more verb forms are found on the dependency path which are part of two distinct subsentences connected by some conjunction, it is assumed that there is no direct relation in the sentence between such concept pairs present and these triples are discarded as well. Furthermore, conjunction and apposition edges are removed from the dependency paths together with their head words because in most cases they represent simple enumerations which do not effect the semantics of the relation being expressed between the two concepts in question. If there is a negated noun or verb form present on the dependency path, the whole path will be treated as negated as well. Furthermore, there is also the issue of extracting triples connected by very long dependency paths. Long dependency paths can be very unspecific and confusing, and they are more likely to contain parsing errors. Moreover, such paths occur usually very rarely in the corpus which makes them hard to interpret when using statistical methods. After manual inspection a maximum length of 6 was chosen to prevent that. Once a pair of concepts (c i , c j ) is extracted from a sentence together with its post-processed dependency path p, a triple (c i , p, c j ) can be inserted into the knowledge graph G the same way as for structured knowledge. Note that there is no mapping from the extracted dependency paths to any specific predefined relation label. Therefore, every possible dependency path can be viewed as a single relation.
As an example of this procedure it is possible to extract the following triples from the sentence shown in Figure 3 :
In the second triple the conj-sequence is removed from the path and the overall path is negated because it contains a negated noun phrase.
For both unstructured and structured triples (c i , l, c j ) in the knowledge graph, there is always an inverse triple (c j , l −1 , c i ). During extraction these inverses are excluded and only one triple (c i , l, c j ) is added to the graph to avoid including redundant information. However, during path search we also consider triple (c j , l −1 , c i ) to be existent.
An example sub-graph of the resulting knowledge graph can be found Figure 4 .
Modelling
In order to discover that a pair of concepts c s (source) and c t (target) is in a relation q in question using indirect connections between them, i.e., paths in G of length greater than 2, a model must be trained to recognize typical graph path patterns for q from positive and negative training pairs. Direct connections are excluded to avoid explicit inference of the relation in question. During the application of the model, a set of graph paths extracted between c s and c t are presented to the model which in turn calculates a confidence score between 0 and 1 of assigning label q to the concept pair (c s , c t ) in question. In the following we describe these steps in more detail.
Two types of models are considered for modelling the problem of discovering a relation between a pair of concepts given a set of paths connecting them. The first type of modelling directly extracts features from the set of paths between a pair and uses the resulting feature vector as input for any kind of vector classifier. This method will be referred to as the pair-based approach. A second approach is based on a model that assigns confidence scores to graph paths rather than to the pairs themselves. Given all graph paths and their respective scores between two concepts, the final confidence score for the concept pair is calculated by averaging its best k graph path scores. The problem of considering all paths and averaging them to form the final score is that nearly all graph paths are uninformative with respect to the relation that exists between the source and the target concept. This would introduce a lot of noise and disturb the resulting scores.
Relation label encoding
Encoding a graph path P = (c 1 , ..., c n ) requires an encoding of each connection (c i , c i+1 ) in P as a feature vector f (c i ,c i+1 ) , resulting in a sequence of feature vectors of length (n − 1) which is used by the model for training of inference, respectively. f (c i ,c i+1 ) is defined as the sum of all feature vectors of each relation label l occurring between c i and c i+1 (see Equation 1) . Feature vectors for all possible relation labels l can be created in different ways. The following two sections explain how this is achieved in this work.
One-of-N encoding. The simplest way of encoding a relation label l is the one-of-N encoding, where only the l-dimension of the feature vector has value 1 and all others are 0, as the name of suggests. This encoding, however, is very poor because it does not take any semantic similarities or even synonymy among the relation labels into account, which leads to an explosion of the feature space growing as large as there are different relations. Especially for unstructured relation labels (i.e., dependency paths) there are many ways of expressing the same underlying relation, resulting in a lot of redundancy. With a large number of training examples this can be handled by the model, but if training examples are sparse, there is a need of encoding relations in a much smaller semantic feature space or otherwise the model will overfit to the training data.
Semantic encoding. Mapping relation labels into a semantic space has already been done in other studies such as the work of Yao et al. [19] . Extracting semantic vectors for words co-occurring in documents is a well studied problem and thus, there are numerous algorithms that solve this task. Examples are latent semantic analysis (LSA, [20] ), reflective random indexing (RRI, [5] ), the generalization of principle component analysis (gPCA, [21] ) or latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA, [22] ). The basic idea for constructing a semantic space of relations is to consider a pair of connected vertices, i.e. concepts, (c i , c j ) in G as a document d i,j and the label of each edge between them as a word occurring in d i,j . Using this transformation for all connected concept pairs of G, the above mentioned algorithms can be used natively to construct semantic feature vectors of a specified size for each relation label or in case of LDA even for each concept pair at the same time.
In the experiments LDA is used because its underlying model fits well to this problem. By transforming pairs of concepts to documents and relation labels to words, LDA's latent topics can be considered as the "true" but hidden relations between a pair of concepts. Each true relation has many different forms of representations in natural language text or databases. At the same time, the number of possible true relations between a pair of concepts is usually very low and in many cases even one, thus they are also very sparse. These two aspects can be reflected in LDA by setting the hyper-parameters of the model to something well below 1. The idea of modeling relations with LDA was already investigated in a similar form by Yao et al. [23] .
In case of using LDA features, we define f l as the conditional probability distribution over all possible latent topics t given relation label l:
where f t l is the value of the t-th dimension of f l . p(t) and p(l|t) are directly extracted from the trained LDA model. Furthermore, in case of LDA, all pair feature vectors f (c i ,c j ) are also normalized after summing over all feature vectors of labels occurring on edges between (c i , c j ).
In order to validate that LDA is able to learn semantic vector representations of relations, the 15 most occurring dependency paths of the 100 semantically most similar dependency paths to the may treat and has target relation were extracted. The resulting sets of relations are shown in Table 3 . From the examples, it can be seen that most of the extracted dependency paths for both of the relations are actually textual representations of them, which supports the claim that semantic vectors of relations can indeed be learned using LDA.
Pair-based approach
For pair-based classification a vector classifier must be trained which takes as input a feature vector. Similar to the previous work [10] a logistic regression model is used in this approach. Given a set of graph paths P c s ,c t , the feature vector f c s ,c t for (c s , c t ) is defined as the normalized sum of the feature vectors representing the paths P ∈ P c s ,c t . The feature vector of a path P = (c 1 , ..., c n ) is calculated from its corresponding sequence f (c i ,c i+1 ) ∈ R N of feature vectors by transforming their outer prod- Table 3 The 15 
The resulting vector consists of N n−1 dimensions, where each dimension corresponds to a tuple in {1, 2, · · · , N} (n−1) which represents a position in the former tensor. The following equation is an example of transforming the outer product of two 4-dimensional vectors u and v into a vector representation.
One problem of using this type of encoding is the exponentially growing feature space depending on the maximum path length m. The pair-based approach in conjunction with the plain one-of-N encoding has a feature space in which each dimension corresponds to a sequence of relation labels. The model learns which of those relation label sequences are characteristic for the relation the model is being trained on which is reflected by a high positive weight for the corresponding dimension. This is very useful for the interpretation of what the model has learned because the extraction of highly weighted relation label sequences from the trained model is very easy.
Path-based approach
For path-based classification a binary sequence classifier must be trained, which takes as input a sequence of feature vectors f (c i ,c i+1 ) ∈ R N (see Equation 1) constructed from the graph path P = (c 1 , ..., c n ) in question and outputs a confidence score. This can be modelled by using any kind of vector-classifier which takes as input a feature vector of length (m · N), if the maximum possible length m of a sequence is known, or it is possible to use a proper sequence classifier. For the former logistic regression and for the latter a combination of two hidden markov models, one trained on positive example paths for q (pHMM) and the other only trained on negative example paths (nHMM), were chosen. In case of the HMMs a path P is applied to both HMMs during inference and the probability of sequence P given the respective HMM is computed. The confidence score of assigning label q to path P is finally calculated by combining the two probabilities in the following way:
where p(P|q) = p pHMM (P) denotes the probability of P calculated by the positive HMM and p(P|¬q) = p nHMM (P) the probability calculated by the negative HMM, assuming p(q) = p(¬q), which is a strong assumption. In reality p(¬q) >> p(q), however, this would put too much weight on the outcome of the negative HMM. In practice, we are typically more interested in finding a good ordering of tuple candidates for a relation instead of real probabilities for single candidate tuples based on the output of both models. The advantage of this path-based approach over the pair-based model is that the feature space grows only linearly with the maximum path length m in the case of logistic regression and it is even constant with increasing m for the HMM approach.
Graph path discovery
To extract paths for a concept pair (c s , c t ) to a maximum path length m, a bidirectional search [24] is performed, i.e., searching is done by starting in both vertices c s and c t until a maximum path length of m+1 2 from each side is reached. Although search is still exponential in time and space complexity, it requires only the square root of resources compared to naive search from the source to the target vertex. Finally, similar to the work of [10] , the probability of expanding the search to a neighbor vertex c j from the current vertex c i is given by the following formula:
where N(c) denotes the set of neighbors of vertex c and h is a big number (e.g., 100,000 in this work). Usually the number of neighbors is not very high, which means that in most cases every neighbor will be explored. Example paths of different sizes (2-4) can be seen in Figure 4 , which illustrates a sub-graph of the knowledge graph containing paths between a drug and its target.
Training
Models are trained using distant supervision, which assumes that paths between a pair of concepts of relation q are representing q and can therefore be considered positive training examples for q. Even though this assumption is strong it has been shown to be very effective in previous studies [25, 26] .
Training examples for a specific relation q can directly be extracted from its relation R q ⊂ C × C contained in at least one of the structured knowledge sources (e.g., DrugBank and/or UMLS). A model for relation label q is trained with a set of positive training examples E + q ⊆ R q and a set negative training examples E − q ⊂ C × C, which is constructed from E + q by pairing all source concepts of E + q with a random target concept of E + q , ensuring that R q ∩E − q = Ø. By using the same concepts in both the positive and the negative training set, it is ensured that the model does learn only about the paths between the pairs rather than also learning characteristics about the different concepts of the two training sets.
Given a set of positive (E + q ) and negative training examples (E − q ) for relation label q, a graph path classifier is trained on all extracted graph paths for each concept pair of E + q and E − q . For HMMs, standard EM training (BaumWelch algorithm) is applied, and for logistic regression, training is performed using gradient ascent on the likelihood function using LBFGS with L2-regularization.
As described previously, only very few of the graph paths extracted between concepts of a positive pair are real indicators for the relation label q. This is a problem when training the path-based classifier model, because it means that most of the extracted positive example graph paths, which are the paths between concepts of a positive concept pair are actually negative or noisy examples. To deal with this problem most of the noise from the positive path training examples can be removed as follows. First, a model is trained on the initial, noisy examples. Subsequently, the trained model is used to score all positive graph paths in order to eliminate noisy paths by only keeping those positive graph paths that were scored higher than a specific threshold (e.g., 0.5 in our case). In turn, a completely new classifier model can be trained on the pruned set of positive graph paths and the original set of negative graph paths. This procedure can be repeated several times, though once was already enough in our experiments. Training the path-based HMM classifier in such a way has shown to be more effective in the conducted experiments and a clearer separation between the distribution of the confidence scores of the positive compared to the negative training examples was observed.
Finally, for learning semantic relation vectors the LDA model was trained using the efficient sparse stochastic inference algorithm developed by [27] , which is particularly useful when dealing with huge amounts of training data.
Results and discussion
Graph generation
For the already annotated MEDLINE corpus of 2012, triples were extracted by extracting dependency paths between two annotated concepts in each sentence. ClearNLP [28] was used for dependency parsing, because it is very fast and provides existing models trained on medical text. The resulting set of triples was stored in a titan [29] graph database. During extraction only dependency paths of length up to 6 were considered. The resulting graph contains 278,061 vertices (i.e., concepts) with an average degree of 600 in-and outgoing edges, resulting in 83 million edges (i.e., extracted triples) of around 16 million different labels (i.e., dependency paths), where each label thus occurs on average 5.2 times. In total, 29.7 million pairs of vertices are connected to each other. Both vertex degrees and edge label occurrences follow a very heavy tailed distribution (see Figure 5) , i.e., most of the vertices and edge labels only occur very scarcely. Because there is so little data for those concepts and dependency paths, there is no value in keeping those for statistical learning methods. Therefore, the graph was pruned at a total concept occurrence of at least 40 for vertices and a total label occurrence of at least 50 for edges, after manual inspection of the occurrence statistics (see Figure 5) . The pruned, unstructured part of the knowledge graph contains 84,635 vertices and around 39 million edges with 104,953 different labels between around 9 million connected concept pairs. Another 2.8 million pairs for relations stemming from UMLS and DrugBank were added to the graph as edges, but no new concepts were introduced, because the graph would have grown too large if all concepts of the UMLS would have been included as vertices.
Path search
Finding paths between two concepts in such a highly connected graph is computationally challenging, because search time increases exponentially with the specified maximum path length. Thus, given a pair of concepts  (c s , c t ) , only paths up to a certain maximum length m = 4 were extracted by performing a bidirectional search. During search, synonyms c of concepts on the currently explored path were not allowed to be explored in the next step. One problem that arises is the fact that some vertices, called hubs, are connected to many concepts (e.g., the concept of cell), which lets the search space explode if hubs are explored. However, paths running through such hubs can be considered less informative than paths running through scarcely connected vertices, because hubs are very general concepts. Therefore, to avoid this problem and to make the search algorithm faster, highly connected vertices (degree greater than 100,000) are excluded from search. Furthermore, in some cases the number of all possible paths gets very large even with a maximum path length m = 4. Therefore, search time was limited to 40 seconds per pair.
Datasets and training
Experiments were conducted on two different datasets, pertaining to two different relations, though the approach is applicable for learning any new relation, provided that it comprises concepts from the UMLS metathesaurus. The first dataset contains 438 concept pairs of the may treat relation taken from the UMLS. It was constructed with two restrictions in mind. First, it was ensured that no drug or disease concept occurred more than once in the whole dataset and second, every concept in that dataset had to be part of the pruned graph. The former restriction assured that the diseases are not dominated by one disease type (e.g., neoplasms, cardiovascular diseases etc.), but that many types of diseases are represented proportionally in each category. The latter restriction was made because for the extraction of paths the pair of concepts in question has to be part of the graph. Figures 6 and 7 show the distribution of drug and disease types, respectively, contained in that dataset. The second dataset consists of 744 pairs of the has target relation extracted from DrugBank and mapped to UMLS. As for the may treat dataset it was ensured that all concepts are part of the pruned knowledge graph but multiple occurrences of one concept were allowed. Figures 8 and 9 show the distribution of drug and disease types, respectively, contained in that dataset. Both datasets were constructed by extracting all concept pairs that are contained in the respective relation from the UMLS and afterwards the pairs were filtered with the aforementioned restrictions in mind. Negative examples were constructed as described in the previous section. Note that ensuring the exclusiveness of positive and negative examples can lead to a slightly smaller set of negative examples. The used datasets are publicly available and can be found as Additional file 1.
During path extraction, edges labelled with may treat or has target, respectively, and the sibling (SIB) label were ignored. The sibling relation expresses that two concepts have the same parent concept. We found that sibling concepts usually have very similar relations. For example, drugs of the same family often treat the same diseases. If not stated otherwise, concept pairs, for which no paths of the specified lengths could be found, were excluded in the experimental evaluation. The number of exclusions depends on the maximum allowed path length. E.g., only around 36% of all has target pairs have paths of length 2 (i.e., direct connections). Finally, all models and training algorithms mentioned in the previous section were implemented using the FACTORIE toolkit [30] , version 1.0.0-RC1.
Results
All results were obtained by evaluating the proposed models on the datasets using 10-fold cross validation, if not stated otherwise. Classification performance was evaluated by the area under the curve (AUC) value of the ROC-curve, a common classification evaluation method for information retrieval systems. Other evaluation metrics based on the precision of the system are not useful in this context because the datasets consist of an equal number of positive and negative examples, which is not the case in reality, where there are much more negative example pairs (e.g., consider all possible drugdisease combinations from which only small fraction is in a may treat relation). Sensitivity (true positive rate) and specificity (false positive rate), which make up the ROC curve, are independent of the prior distribution of positive and negative examples. Special focus should be given to the steepness of the ROC curves at their beginning, because it can indicate that the models learned some very characteristic path-patterns for a relation (e.g., see Tables 4 and 5 ). Note that example pairs for which no paths were found were excluded in the evaluation of the experiment. Table 6 shows the performance of the different models on the two datasets encoded with both plain oneof-N and LDA features using only paths of length 3. The first finding is that the pair-based approach consistently outperforms the path-based approach, for which logistic regression seems to be the better model. This outcome can be explained by considering the fact that the pair-based approach relies on a much larger feature space (exponential in the maximum path length m) compared to the two path-based approaches (linear and constant in m), providing more information to the model that seems to be necessary for sophisticated classification.
Comparison of models and feature types
Results on the has target dataset show that the AUC can reach up to 0.8 compared against a random baseline with 0.5 AUC, which picks a class label at random. Thus, our approach demonstrates its ability to recognize the "signal" of the relation.
Another interesting finding is that the ROC-curves of the pair-based approach are very steep at the beginning up to a recall level of around 0.6 (see Figure 10 ). In particular, this can be observed, when using plain features on the has target dataset. This indicates that there are some common path patterns which can be learned by the model and be used to infer the has target relation. Table 4 shows some highly weighted example patterns learned by the model. The impact of the different feature types cannot directly be inferred from Table 6 . In the may treat dataset the LDA encoding seems to help a lot, but on the has target dataset, which contains about double the amount of training examples, it does not. To evaluate the impact of the different feature types, experiments with different amounts of training examples of the has target-dataset were conducted. The results were obtained using crossvalidation and are presented in Figure 11 .
Models trained with one-of-N features depend highly on the amount of supplied training data, whereas models trained on examples with LDA features do not. This shows Table 5 Example plain the potential of encoding relations with LDA, as it transfers them into a much lower-dimensional, semantic space, which reduces the amount of required training data. However, it can also be seen that information is lost in that process which explains the lower performance achieved with a larger training set.
Impact of path length
In order to evaluate the impact of the maximum path length on the overall performance on the two datasets, experiments were conducted with the pair-based logistic regression model on all paths up to length 3 and 4, respectively. Table 7 shows that using paths of length 4 does not improve the overall performance on the classification task. This could be due to the fact, that with increasing maximum length the number of additional informative paths gets lower, while the total number of extracted paths gets exponentially bigger and so does the noise and feature space. This can lead to overfitting of the model to the training data, because training data is too sparse compared to the large feature space. Figure 10 summarizes the results of the previous two sections by showing the ROCcurves for the two datasets with different feature types and maximal lengths.
Temporal impact of established knowledge
From the previously presented results it is not clear how much the classifiers depend on the maturity of the respective knowledge that relates two concepts. It might be the case that the trained models are only able to discover relations between pairs that are known to be in that relation for a long time, which should be reflected in the amount of literature that implicitly relates these concepts to each other. A validation dataset consisting of 42 drug repositioning cases, that were collected manually from literature, has been used to validate the performance of the classifier trained on the entire may treat dataset in that respect. Drug repositioning refers to the application of known drugs to new diseases. It is an interesting use case scenario because these drugs and diseases are usually well known and described in the literature individually, even though their connection might have only been established recently.
The resulting scores are ordered by year of FDA approval and are presented in Figure 12 . The first finding is that the scores seem to be independent from the year of approval. The classifier is able to classify even most of the very recent repositioning cases with a high score. These results show that recently established knowledge can be discovered by this approach and suggest that even the discovery of new knowledge might be possible. It is noticeable that the confidence scores of the classifier are in general very high on the repositioning dataset, considering that the average classification score of negative pairs for this classifier is 0.57 with only little variation among the scores of those negative examples.
Note, that 4 of the 42 examples in the drug repositioning dataset are also contained in the training set for the may treat relation, namely 1967-0, 1999-0, 2001-3, 2002-0. However, they account for less than 10% and therefore do not affect the qualitative observations of this experiment.
Using indirect connections for relation discovery
In many approaches to knowledge discovery (e.g., for database curation), only direct mentions of two concepts The notation n-m means that only paths of minimum length n and maximum length m are allowed.
in one sentence are being considered to assert a specific relation between two concepts. This approach can be reflected in our setting by only considering paths of length 2 (i.e. only direct connections), which were excluded for all previous experiments. The exclusion from the previous experiments follows the rationale that this approach aims to find new, unknown facts, based on indirect connections between concepts. Furthermore, the problem of only using direct connections is that only around 36% of the has target pairs and 46% of the may treat pairs have direct connections in the graph, which means that it is not possible to classify more than those correctly. The improvements of adding indirect connections as features can be seen in Figure 13 . By using indirect connections almost twice the number of positive examples can be ranked highly compared to the case of only using direct connections. Note that pairs of the has target dataset which do not have any connections of length 2 or 3, respectively, were also included in this experiment to illustrate the recall improvements when indirect connections are included as features.
Discussion
The results of the experiments show the potential of the suggested approach. By considering indirect knowledge, models can be trained to discover hidden relations between concepts that cannot be extracted directly. This has several potential applications. One application is the curation of databases, where new knowledge can be inferred by combining already established facts. Another example is the inference of completely new knowledge, like the task of drug repositioning. A model can learn from examples typical patterns of indirect connections between a drug that has been repositioned to a disease. This requires a simple adoption of the current approach to only consider knowledge that has been established prior to the first mention of a drug being a potential repositioning candidate for a disease. Moreover, a trained model can be used to find interesting indirect connections between two concepts with respect to a specific relation provided that a curated gold standard of this information can be generated. Predefined relations are not necessarily a prerequisite of the approach, but only a set of concept pairs is needed to learn characteristic path patterns. In general, it is very simple to integrate new knowledge sources or learn path patterns of any relation in the knowledge graph. The Figure 13 ROC curves using a varying number of path lengths. The figure shows the ROC curves for using paths of only length 2 and paths of both length 2 and 3 on the has target dataset.
simplicity in the design of the approach is a great advantage that offers a lot of flexibility regarding the knowledge sources that can be included in the knowledge graph, and which has many potential applications. However, besides all the positive aspects of the suggested approach, there are also problems some of which are not easily solvable whereas others could be resolved in future work. The construction of the unstructured knowledge graph consists of several stages in which errors occur that accumulate in the resulting graph. For example, the concept annotation using MetaMap is in some cases very poor, especially for genes. The simple word "an" gets very frequently annotated with the DIAPH3 gene which has the alias AN. Other examples include the word "impact" annotated with the IMPACT gene, and "rare" with the Retinoic Acid Response Element (short alias RARE). Moreover, in scientific articles sentences are more complicated than in other texts because they tend to consist of many nested sub-sentences which makes the linguistic analysis, especially for the dependency parser, more difficult.
Another issue is incomplete knowledge. For example, the extraction of information from text does not take coreferences into account. The same problem exists for the used structured data sources. It could not be verified that the use of relations from UMLS and DrugBank has a positive effect on the overall performance in the experiments. This could be due to the fact that the relations taken from UMLS and DrugBank are already implicitly present in the textual data or that some important structured relations are missing or incomplete, e.g., the has target-relation from UMLS contains only very few examples. One minor problem is also the way negative examples were constructed from positive examples which does not assure that they really are negative examples for that relation. However, all of these problems can be solved in future work by introducing relations from many other biomedical databases and using existing co-reference resolution implementations.
A major problem when using only dependency paths from natural language text is that context is not considered as a whole. Assertions made in scientific publications do usually hold only under the specified circumstances, which is not reflected by this approach. Furthermore, simple modifications of the dependency paths, like adjectives or adverbs, were also neglected during this study. For example, the second and third feature of Table 4 mention some level being measured, but what is missing is the information about the quality of the level, e.g., high or low. A solution to this problem would be to simply include attributes of nouns and verbs into the dependency paths. This would, however, in some cases also lead to including unnecessary information and moreover result in a much larger number of distinct dependency paths. In future work, ways to circumvent this problem should be investigated. One idea would be to keep the dependency paths as they occur and use textual qualitative attributes to weigh the occurring dependency paths. For example, a triple with a negated dependency path could receive a negative weight and another triple with a dependency path with an attribute "high" should receive a higher weight than one with an attribute "low". The problem of this approach is that qualities cannot be measured in numbers and they are highly context specific. Moreover, there are more aspects that contribute to the understanding of a sentence which are reflected by other kinds of attributes or constructions, e.g., locational or temporal aspects. This means that a sentence or a statement as a whole is multidimensional with respect to all possible aspects that need to be considered which is impossible to be grasped by solely using dependency paths between entities.
On the other hand, similar problems arise for the use of quantitative data. Including quantitative data from experiments in the form of text, tables or databases is very challenging but the information contained in this data can be very powerful and future work should therefore also investigate towards this direction.
In the experiments LDA was chosen for encoding relation labels. Tests were also done using gPCA, but it did not perform as well as LDA. However, in future work other algorithms can be tried which might learn an even better semantic representation of relation labels than LDA.
Despite the aforementioned problems, the presented results are very promising and they suggest that the use of indirect knowledge can indeed be very helpful in applications dealing with knowledge discovery. Even though the utilized framework does not take local context information into account when extracting information from text, some important correlations between cooccurring pieces of information can be learned from the global context of a concept, where global context of a concept refers to the notion of all connections of this concept to other concepts in the utilized knowledge sources.
Conclusions
In this study a novel approach for relation discovery in the biomedical domain has been introduced. The approach is based on the combination of information extracted from structured and unstructured data, represented by a graph. The constructed graph allows for the easy integration of heterogeneous information and discovery of indirect connections between biomedical concepts. Given a biomedical relation and example pairs, graph paths are used to create feature vectors with which characteristic path patterns for this relation are learned. For the experimental evaluation of the approach two common biomedical relations; has target and may treat were used. The results are promising, primarily because they show the feasibility of discovering relations using indirect connections between concepts. In addition, they indicate that the suggested approach can discover the tested relations with an AUC of up to 0.8. Furthermore, the application of the approach in these two datasets suggests that it can be applied even when the data is sparse.
The experimental analysis also showed some limitations of the approach. First, there is the problem of incomplete knowledge in the biomedical domain. For example, the extraction of information from text does not take co-references into account. The same problem holds for the structured data sources, where the UMLS is missing some important relations and the existing relations do not cover all currently known facts. Second, the erroneous annotation of the MEDLINE text with MetaMap, e.g., in the case of gene annotation. Finally, the approach does not currently consider the wider context of a statement extracted from a text. However, some important correlations between co-occurring pieces of information can be learned from the global context of entities, which constitutes one of the greatest advantages of the current approach. Towards future work, the focus should lie on addressing the aforementioned problems, by enriching the dependency paths with quantitative and qualitative information extracted from respective attributes that appear in the sentences together with the dependency paths. 
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